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ABSTRACT Stakeholder satisfaction is the main motive of the software industry. Consumer and producer
satisfaction means achieving a software-quality product. There are so many techniques, methods, andmodels
are present for the software-quality prediction. Computational intelligence is also playing a crucial role in the
prediction of quality characteristics. This paper gives a new optimal mathematical model for the prediction
of the degree of stakeholder satisfaction (Q). Optimal models validate the real data using the relationship
impacts of various quality attributes. It uses the equations of constraints. The optimal model gives the
maximum and minimum values for Q. Constraints constitutes of software quality characteristics. In the
given case study example, the idle value of Q is 30 but using optimal model it gives the maximum optimal
value of Q = 22.788020075 for xLAB IT consulting services on their project In-Reg Molecule Registration
using the MATLAB. It means if there is any change in the value of any software quality characteristics, then
it will decrease the value of Q. It proves that the given result is an optimal solution.

INDEX TERMS ISO/IEC 9126, software quality, degree of customer satisfaction, reliability, reusability.

I. INTRODUCTION
History of Software starts with the name ‘‘Alen Turing’’ the
father of Software. In 1935 Alen Turing proposed a theory
about Software in an essay ‘‘Computable numbers with an
application to the Entscheidungsproblem’’ and after that two
new academic fields Computer Science and Software Engi-
neering came into existence. Both the areas have a universal
relation, and that was about the study of software and its
creation. Computer Science emphasized the theoretical part,
and the Software Engineering focused on the practical part of
the software development. As the software engineering disci-
pline dealing with the practical part of software development
since 1935, therefore sufficient literature is available.
‘‘Software engineering is the establishment and use of sound
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engineering principles to obtain economically software that
is reliable and works efficiently on real machines’’.

Software engineering consists of tools, methods, process
and a quality focus. As the decades passing with each day
the software development industry also growingwith superior
speed. High availability of newmethodologies, tools, models,
and concepts are giving the potential to this great industry.
Software crisis is a huge problem for the current software
development industry.

An increasing percentage of software crisis also motivates
researchers to develop new methodologies like Component-
Based Software Engineering (CBSE), Re-Engineering,
Hybrid re-engineering, agile development, and Extream pro-
gramming, etc. If the researcher talks about the development
of a software system using a CBSD process than it is very
efficient, cost-effective and useful for the production of
quality software products. In this scenario quality prediction
of CBS is necessary and important to analyze [1] Some
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of them are bounded according to the limitations of COTS
and some are constrained due to the vulnerabilities of OSS.
In the case of COTS developer focuses on the interfaces
but in OSS code is available to predict something more.
But this is necessary for the researcher to focus at both
the parts of software development while it is the case of
COTS-based development or OSS based development and
the third condition can also be there like the combination
of COTS and OSS. Many factors exist, which influences
the prediction or assessment process of the software quality
attributes. It is hard to quantify software quality because it is a
collection of various characteristics according to the different
software quality assurance models like ISO/IEC – 9126. The
complexity of the situation contributes to the fact that it is
often not clear that up to what extent the different quality
attributes influence the quality and in which context. Also,
these factors do not only influence the quality but also have
some influence on each other. Software quality assurance is
a big problem in the field of software development. It acts
like a combinatorial problem. So in that case, researches have
to find some objective to optimize the problem [2]. When
the problem is NP-Complete, then it is indeed a difficult
task to solve it, in that case, the software quality assurance
team uses different methods to give an optimized solution.
Optimization is a way to find the best possible results under
specific circumstances. In the case of Software Development
Life Cycle optimization methods is used to minimize the
effort with each phase to gain maximum profit.

Researchers can explain an effort in the form of func-
tion of certain decisions variables and optimization is a
process which is used to find minima and maxima of a
function. So this study used some optimization methods to
show the relationships between different quality attributes
like reusability. It is used to show the impact of quality
attributes in three different manner – positive, negative and
none. Optimization methods are useful to achieve the goals
in the form of stakeholder’s satisfaction or in the form of a
higher degree of stakeholder satisfaction.

II. RELATED WORK
Quality is a vital property of an engineering product, which
is very important to active up to an extent / particular level
according to the stakeholder. So it is necessary to maintain
the quality of the software products. There are so many
quality assurance models which are present like McCall
model, Boehm’s model, ISO/IEC 9126, etc. These models
help to effectively use the resources to make a quality product
according to the requirements of the stakeholders.

A. SOFTWARE QUALITY PREDICTION OF CBSD
Software production organizations using CBSD process to
produce economic software systems in the comparison of
traditional methods. In CBSD, the products are built by inte-
grating the different software components. A component can
be thought of as a COTS or OSS and it has an extra property
of reusability. In the case of COTS, interfaces provide this

facility and for the OSS it is elementary to reuse due to the
availability of the code. The developer can modify the code
according to the new requirement.

Software development using COTS and OSS are econom-
ical and easy to understand regarding portability. This study
talks about software quality attributes and sub-attributes for
predicting the quality of CBS. Different attributes have differ-
ent ways of assessing their values, like if we take an example
of functionality according to the ISO/IEC 9126-2. Suitability
works as a sub-attribute of functionality can be calculated
with the help of some defined parameters like- metric name,
metric functionality, input type, formula to calculate, type
of scale, and the people involved in the calculation like
developer and customer [3]. According to the ISO/IEC 9126,
there are some attributes which are very important for quality
assurance, and these attributes have different metrics and
parameters to be calculated as shown in Table 1. Software
quality attributes and sub-attributes are defined in the field of
software quality assurance and prediction by a large number
of researchers like McCall, Boehm’s, Musa, Jorgenson and
many more [4]. Software attributes like – maintainability,
reliability, etc. are used for traditional and component-based
software products. These attributes can be calculated with the
numbers of software metrics

Literature shows that COTS and OSS are the essential parts
for CBD. In the current scenario, the software production
industry wants to generate more revenue to get more profit
leading to the evolution of technologies. CBD plays an impor-
tant role to make quality software in less time, but there are
some limitations for both COTS and OSS in CBD.
• ‘‘A component is a language neutral, independently
implemented a package of software services delivered
in an encapsulated and replaceable container accessed
via one or more given interface.’’

• ‘‘A software component is a physical package of exe-
cutable software with a well-defined and published
interface.’’ •‘‘A Software Component is a unit of compo-
sition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit
context dependencies only. A software component can
be deployed independently and is subject to third-party
composition’’.

It is impossible to be ideal for anything in this world, so OSS
also has some limitations like the quality of a product which
is generated with the help of OSS is dependent upon code
review and data testing. Sometimes it is inconvenient for the
developer due to some reasons for example-
• Analysis of large projects.
• Lack of tools and methods for the development and
quality assurance.

Software quality attributes for the CBS are the attributes
which are related to the COTS and OSS quality predic-
tion. Some of them are bounded according to the limitations
of COTS, and some are constrained due to the vulnerabili-
ties of OSS. In the case of COTS developer focuses on the
interfaces but in OSS code is available to predict something
more. But this is necessary for the researcher to focus at
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TABLE 1. Software quality metrics of different characteristics.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Software quality metrics of different characteristics.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Software quality metrics of different characteristics.

both the parts of software development while it is the case of
COTS-based development or OSS based development and
the third condition can also be there like the combination
of COTS and OSS. So it is essential for the researchers to
make some methods, models, and tools for the development
organization through which these types of situations can be
handled easily. This study and review of literature provide
some good and appropriate solutions to overcome these type
of problems like how can be a researcher would be able to
predict the quality of such type of software product which has
been produced with the help of COTS and OSS. There are so
many quality attributes given by the different software quality
assurance models like reliability, maintainability, usability
etc. but in the case of CBS there is an attribute which is
very important to be measured and this is Reusability because
CBS is based on the concept of reusability of code or we
can say that it is dependent upon the use of legacy
software’s.

Hackbarth et al. [5] stated that maintenance is a crucial and
active quality attribute for software development. The base of
the calculation and prediction of this attribute depends upon
some parameters like- corrections of errors, optimization of
the process, dropping the extra capabilities, rise in capabili-
ties, etc. In the case of CBSDmaintainability act as a variable
which remains stationary and unexecuted. It includes lots of
changes to the product.

Mahmood et al. [6] alongside the advancement of differ-
ent technologies like object-oriented, CBSD is successively
extended to the open source software and COTS. Due to this
reason, CBSD becomes the influential field of the Software
development industry. The demand for high quality needs
analysis and exploration of different quality attributes like
reliability, reusability, etc. for the CBSD.

Arora et al. [7] Quality of service sparkle as an important
factor in the development of distributed systems. QOS can
improve if the knowledge about a component is precisely
available, but the nature of COTS is black-box, so it does
not provide the suitable details for the prediction of quality
to improve the QoS.

Gill and Tomar [8] in today’s software development indus-
try CBSD playing an essential role to make the sector a prof-
itable place. When an organization uses this technique than
the development process moves towards to achieve a higher
degree of effectiveness and efficiency, in the view of hybrid
design, the architecture and the procedure of the product turn
out to be commonly strengthening, and the exterior, interior
and process quality of the product are guaranteed.

Boehm et al. [9] find the relations between the different
characteristics and reusability. It seems the capability of a
learning object as a traceable, usual, and modular and stan-
dardized characteristics. It also explains the importance of
different reusable parameter and also suggests the use of
quality metrics.

Seffah [10] et al. stats that another important quality
attribute ‘‘Usability’’ has an excellent existence for the qual-
ity of services. The author also discusses the cost-effective
nature of the methods used for usability assessment and
prediction. The high cost always has a negative impact on
stakeholder satisfaction.

Khoshgoftaar [15] Classifying which software modules,
during the software development process, are likely to be
defective is an effective technique for refining software qual-
ity. Such a tactic allows a more attentive software quality &
reliability enhancement endeavor.

Smidts [16] Researcher use a specific set of ranking for
various quality attributes. The overall calculated value of
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each measure for each ranking condition was elicited through
an expert estimation and then combined into a single score
using multi-attribute utility concept. Use of this calculation in
each software development phase can predict a more accurate
quantitative prediction of software reliability.

Fenton andNeil [17] Lots of organizations hunger to calcu-
late the number of defects (faults) in software systems, before
the deployment of the software product, to scale the likely
delivered quality work. To help in this process, there are sev-
eral software metrics, and statistical models have been devel-
oped, with respectively an extensive literature. Researchers
provide a critical review of the related literature and the
state-of-the-art. Most of the software quality assurance mod-
els use the size and complexity metrics to predict defects
and also are based on testing data, or take a multivariate
attitude.

Researchers talked about the user of CBSD. This process
of software development has a significant impact on the
software industry positively to earn more money with a high
degree of customer satisfaction. Reliability of these products
acts as an important issue to be focused. The author also
discussed the relation between the impacts of the failure of
the components on each other.

Software quality attributes like portability, reusability, etc.
are essential to analyze and to increase productivity. Any
organization like Microsoft and Apple were also at their root
level some decade’s age, but these companies are continu-
ously working for the quality of service to produce, to execute
and to deploy the software products according to the market
and customers’ requirements. Software quality prediction
and practical assessment of software products concerning
the customer requirement makes it possible to achieve high
levels of CMM for any organization. ISO/IEC 9126 quality
assurance model is trendy in current conditions of software
industry but according to the literature survey [11], if any
researcher use this model for the quality prediction of CBS
than one more quality attribute should also be included in it
and which is Reusability because it is the base of CBS or we
can say that it is the foundation of CBSD. Software quality
prediction is a measure of the fulfillment criteria of customer
requirements in the form of different quality attributes [12].
Measurement of attributes is dependent on some essential
characteristics like the metric name, which is useful to match
the metric with its exact value. Features like the purpose of
the metric (ISO/IEC 9126-2), method of application, mea-
surement formula, and most influential interpretation of the
measured value of that particular matric as shown in Table 1.
But the software quality means it is to meet some perfor-
mance goal according to the customer requirements. The
researcher defined the degree of customer satisfaction in
the form of a variable Q. Metrics-based quality estimation

models comprise the various attributes that provide a quality-
based ordering of program modules and those that deliver a
quantitative prediction of a quality feature for the program
modules.

Degree of customer satisfaction measure how well the cus-
tomer expectations meets the actual output of a product or a
service provided by the software development organization to
the customer. Fulfillment of expectations is dependent upon
quality attributes, and it signifies that the quality attributes
should be optimized concerning the customer requirement
specifications.

B. PREVIOUS MODEL
We have an existing model for software quality prediction.
It calculates the different quality attributes mathematically to
analyze the degree of stakeholder satisfaction. The model is
like that-

Q =
i=n∑
i=1

j=m∑
j=1

KijWij (1)

where (2),

Q = quality measure degree in stakeholder satisfaction

Q =
i=7∑
i=1

j=5∑
i=1

KijWij (2)

Kij = RiSj
Ri = priority given to the main attributes

Sj = priority given to the sub− atrribute

{before applying SFL the normalization value

for Sj is 0.1 and the scale of Sj is between (0− 1)}

Wij = calculated value of quality attributes according to
formulas defined in ISO/IEC 9126.

After taking equation number for modified ISO/IEC 9126.
We get (3), as shown at the bottom of this page. Some
attributes have five sub-attributes, but some have less than
five, so in that case, the value of extra sub-attribute should be
equal to zero. So it does not have any effect for Q.

The previously givenmodel was only about the ideal condi-
tion and relationships between the different quality attributes.
It was depended upon the positive coefficient. Now the new
proposed model is the extended version, in which we are opti-
mizing the quality coefficient with the help of relationships
of quality characteristics and sub-characteristics according to
the available literature and software industry. According to
the standard optimization function, our proposed model is
an optimized model with the help of proper analysis of con-
straints and non-negative constraints. The proposed model
has some equations which show the different relationship

Q = R (S1W11 + S2W12 + S3W13 + S4W14 + S5W5)]

+ [R2 (S1W21 + S2W22 + S3W23 + S4W24 + S5W25)]+ · · · . . .+ [R7 (S1W71+S1W72 + S1W73+S1W74 +S1W75)] (3)
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impacts of the characteristics on each another. Character-
istics have positive, negative and no effect on each other.
Equations show the behavior of constraints and non-negative
constraints and also talks about the maximum and minimum
values of the various variables. According to the previous
model, software quality means the degree of stakeholder’s
satisfaction. It constitutes of many quality attributes defined
by researchers through different quality assurance models
like as – McCall quality model, ISO/IEC 9126, etc. Proposed
work has its dependency on the ISO/IEC 9126 quality assur-
ance model. It consists of six main attributes, as already men-
tioned. But ISO/IEC 9126 does not make any transparency
in case of reusability attribute and its sub-attributes. When
a developer wants to go for the quality prediction for CBD
than it is necessary to consider the reusability factor. So the
previously proposed mathematical model has its dependency
on seven quality for quality prediction of CBS [13]. In the
previous model researcher defined Q as a quality degree
measure in stakeholder satisfaction.

C. STANDARD OPTIMIZATION
The proposed model is about the optimization of previously
given mathematical model and according to mathematics if
a researcher going to optimize a model than there are some
essential factors which have great significance. The equa-
tion’s for the constraints, non-negative constraints, limits of
the different variables are the important parameters to make
an optimized mathematical model.

An optimization process or mathematical programming
are according to the various problems. Researcher or math-
ematician cannot solve all the current issues with a single
model [14]. Optimization provides the conditions through
which the maximum and minimum value of any function can
be counted.

An optimization can be stated as follows-

Find A =



a1
a2
·

·

·

an


which minimize f (A)

Subject to

bj(A) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .x

cj(A) = 0 j = 1, 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y (4)

where A is an n-dimensional vector. Which is called a design
vector. Function f (A) is known as the objective function, bj
and cj are known as the constraints of inequality and equality
respectively. Variables n, x and y need not be related in
any way. So the equation no.3 and 4 shows the constrained
optimization problem.

III. PROPOSED MODEL FOR SOFTWARE QUALITY
PREDICTION
This study proposed a model to optimize the degree of stake-
holder satisfaction. Every optimized problem has three parts,
and these are as follows
• Objective function
• Constraints
• Non-Negative Constraints

According to the equation’1 we use

Max Q =
i=n∑
i=1

j=m∑
j=1

KijWij (5)

As an objective function of the proposed model.
Since the study objective is to maximize the degree of

stakeholder satisfaction, it means it works as a best choice
optimization objective function.

A. CONSTRAINTS EQUATIONS
After examining the literature, we have founded the relating
and conflating quality attributes as discussed with the help
of tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 2 is discussing the relationship
between the various quality attributes given by the Boehm’s
in his research. Boehm’s explained the influence status of
the quality attributes in the form of a positive and nega-
tive manner. which is very effective to make some real and
empirical relationship between the quality attributes. The
influenced value is stated by negative, positive and no effects
status between different qualities attributes [18]–[22]. In the
capacity of ‘‘No Effects’’ status, it is also possible that the
relationships have not been found or established yet. The
relations are the collective opinions in industry and also in
literature. But some basic understandings need to be placed
like-
• Quality depends upon stakeholders needs and how the
product can fulfill those needs or requirements, and
due to this reason, the importance of particular quality
attributes are influenced.

• Second, the different customer has different interest and
according to which the prioritization values may vary
from one attributes to another.

According to the literature survey, it is also hard to know that
the granularity of the relations between the attributes exists.
It also comes into account that some research is defining
the relationship casually not explicitly and because of which
there is a need of an empirical mathematical functional model
to be applied therefor it creates the need to proposed a math-
ematical model.

After the literature survey about the software character-
istics and sub-characteristics, this study makes the author
capable of finding some relevant relationships between the
different qualities attributes as shown in table 6. These rela-
tionships help to execute an objective function optimally. The
defined relationships make the constraints for the objective
function throughwhich researchers are capable of elaborating
all the three parts for an optimize problem, or we can say that
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TABLE 2. Software quality attributes relationships referred by Boehm’s model.

TABLE 3. Software quality attributes relationships referred by mccall model.

the equations for inequality and equality. A number of con-
straints observed through the study of different software qual-
ity models given by the researchers. We are merging perspec-
tive of the various relations between them. Some attributes
positively affect each other, some in a negative or some
are neutral. To design the constraints firstly, research count
the total no of quality attributes available and have some
relationships according to the literature, as shown in Table 5.
After that, the counting of sub-attributes is also, as shown
in Table 5.

Based on the available literature. These are the following
constraints. According to Table 6. Now designed constraints
for the relation R1 and R6 is –
For R1 vs. R6(+):
Reliability effect Usability positively. It means when reli-

ability increase, then Usability undoubtedly increase.
We get,

⇒ R1 ∝ R6
⇒ R1 = βR6 + Y

{
β = Proportionality Cofficient
Y = Linear Constant

(6)
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TABLE 4. Software quality attributes relationships according to real industrial data.

TABLE 5. Attributes and their sub-attributes.

TABLE 6. Software quality attributes relationships for optimization model.

So that this equation may be written as

⇒ R1 − βR6 = Y (7)

Expanding equation no 6.

We get,

⇒ (R1S1W11 + R1S2W12 + R1S3W13 + R1S4W14)

−β (R6S1W61 + R6S2W62 + R6S3W63

+ R6S4W64 + R6S5W65) = Y (8)
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For R1 vs. R5(-):
Reliability effect Portability negatively. It means when

reliability increase, then portability adversely increase.
We get,

⇒ R1 ∝ −R5

⇒ R1 = −αR5 + X

{
α = Proportionality Cofficient
X = Linear Constant

(9)

So that this equation may be written as

⇒ R1 + αR5 = X (10)

Expanding equation no 9.
We get,

⇒ (R1S1W11 + R1S2W12 + R1S3W13 + R1S4W14)

+α (R5S1W51 + R5S2W52 + R5S3W53

+ R5S4W54 + R5S5W55) = X (11)

For R1 vs. R7(-):
Reliability effect Reusability negatively. It means when

reliability increase, then reusability adversely increase.
We get,

⇒ R1 ∝ −R7

⇒ R1 = −γR7 + Z

{
γ = Proportionality Cofficient
Z = Linear Constant

(12)

So that this equation may be written as

⇒ R1 + γR7 = Z (13)

Expanding equation no 12.
We get,

⇒ (R1S1W11 + R1S2W12 + R1S3W13 + R1S4W14)

+ γ (R7S1W71 + R7S2W72 + R7S3W73) = Z (14)

For R1 vs. R4(+):
Reliability effect Maintainability positively. It means

when reliability increase, then maintainability undoubtedly
increase.

We get,

⇒ R1 ∝ R4

⇒ R1 = δR4 + P

{
δ = Proportionality Cofficient
P = Linear Constant

(15)

So that this equation may be written as

⇒ R1 − δR4 = P (16)

Expanding equation no 15.
We get,

⇒ (R1S1W11 + R1S2W12 + R1S3W13 + R1S4W14)

− δ (R4S1W41 + R4S2W42 + R4S3W43

+ R4S4W44 + R4S5W45) = P... (17)

For R2 vs. R6(-):
Efficiency effect Usability negatively. It means when effi-

ciency increase, then usability adversely increase.
We get,

⇒ R2 ∝ −R6

⇒ R2 = −φR6 + U

{
φ = Proportionality Cofficient
U = Linear Constant

(18)

So that this equation may be written as

⇒ R2 + φR6 = U (19)

Expanding equation no 18.
We get,

⇒ (R2S1W21 + R2S2W22 + R2S3W23)

+φ (R6S1W61 + R6S2W62 + R6S3W63

+ R6S4W64 + R6S5W65) = U (20)

B. IN-EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
It is one of the three important aspects of an objective func-
tion. The proposed model has in-equality constraints because
it depends upon the minimum and maximum value of the
variables, or it defines a limit of any variable. Like pro-
posed have seven software quality attributes and thirty sub-
attributes. And none of the sub-attribute could exceed by 1.

⇒ (W11,W12, . . . . . . . . . . . . .W73) ≤ 1 (21)

then, we get
⇒
(
KijWij

)
≤ 1 for all thirty sub-attributes

According to this the main attributes obeying the following
inequalities-

⇒ (R1 ≤ 4) , (R2 ≤ 3) , (R3 ≤ 5) ,

× (R4 ≤ 5) , (R5 ≤ 5) , (R6 ≤ 5) , (R7 ≤ 3)

After expending R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6 and R7 we get,

⇒ (R1S1W11 + R1S2W12 + R1S3W13 + R1S4W14) ≤ 4

⇒ (R2S1W21 + R2S2W22 + R2S3W23) ≤ 3

⇒ (R3S1W31 + R3S2W32 + R3S3W33

+ R3S4W34 + R3S4W35) ≤ 5

⇒ (R4S1W41 + R4S2W42 + R4S3W43

+ R4S4W44 + R4S5W45) ≤ 5

⇒ (R5S1W51 + R5S2W52 + R5S3W53

+ R5S4W54 + R5S5W55) ≤ 5

⇒ (R6S1W61 + R6S2W62 + R6S3W63

+ R6S4W64 + R6S5W65) ≤ 5

⇒ (R7S1W71 + R7S2W72 + R7S3W73) ≤ 3

Since none of the sub-attributes could be negative values-

⇒
(
KijWij ≥ 0

)
85132 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 1. Shows relationship between reliability and usability.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF THE
OPTIMIZATION MODEL-CASE STUDY
This section has two parts. The first part of the evaluation
shows the relationship impact of various quality character-
istics on each other. This part of the section applying some
mathematical methods like co-correlation coefficient on real
data while the second part discussed the MATLAB results for
the calculation of the degree of stakeholder satisfaction.

The result showed the limitations of the degree achieved
for a particular project or product. To evaluate this model
experimentally. We have collected the real data from xLAB
IT Consulting Services on their project ‘‘In-Reg Molecule
Registration’’ to optimize the degree of stakeholder satisfac-
tion factor. The base of the calculated values of different
quality attributes is ISO/IEC-9126 software quality assur-
ance model. Optimization model has different parametric
equations related to the different software characteristics.
The equations have different nature (equality and inequal-
ity). Data is based on six different quality attributes and
sub-attributes.

A. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUALITY ATTRIBUTES
This study used the statistical analysis method to evaluate the
relationship status between various quality characteristics.
This work used the Correlation coefficient method to find the
nature of the impact of the quality attributes on each other. For
the calculation of correlation coefficient researcher has been
used the real data of various quality attributes from the indus-
try. The values of quality attributes like reliability, usabil-
ity, portability, reusability, maintainability, and efficiency are
shown in tables 7,8,9,10,11 and 12. respectively. There are
five relationship sets present on which the researcher applied
the statistical method and after that, the impact of quality
attributes shown graphically.
Relation 2:-Reliability vs Portability
According to the constraints and the statistical calculation

for the following relationships between the quality attributes
using the real data this work get the different impact values
for the attribute relationships-

FIGURE 2. Shows relationship between reliability and portability.

FIGURE 3. Shows relationship between reliability and reusability.

FIGURE 4. Shows relationship between reliability and maintainability.

Relation 1: Reliability vs. Usability
After the statistical calculation, the Figure1. shows the

relationship between reliability and usability and the value
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TABLE 7. Values of reliability and its sub-attributes.

TABLE 8. Values of usability and its sub-attributes.

TABLE 9. Values of portability and its sub-attributes.

TABLE 10. Values of reusability and its sub-attributes.

TABLE 11. Values of maintainability and its sub-attributes.

of Correlation coefficient is

β = 0.7356

which shows a positive correlation.
Relation 2: Reliability vs Portability
Figure 2. Shows the relationship between reliability and

portability and the value of Correlation coefficient is

α = 0.7021

which shows a positive correlation.

Relation 3: Reliability vs. Reusability
Figure.3 Shows the relationship between reliability and

reusability and the value of Correlation coefficient is

γ = 0.8401

which shows a positive correlation.
Relation 4: Reliability vs Maintainability
Figure 4. Shows the relationship between reliability and

maintainability and the value of Correlation coefficient
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TABLE 12. Values of efficiency and its sub-attributes.

TABLE 13. Optimal values of quality characteristics using MATLAB.

is

δ = 0.7663

which shows a positive correlation.
Relation 5: Efficiency vs. Usability
Figure 5. Shows the relationship between efficiency and

usability and the value of Correlation coefficient is

Ø = 0.8648

which shows a positive correlation.

B. OPTIMIZATION MODEL RESULTS FOR Q USING
MATLAB

Now the researcher using MATLAB to solve this opti-
mization problem. For this, we use the optimization tool-
box in MATLAB. It provides widely used algorithms
for standard and large-scale optimization. These algo-
rithms solve constrained and unconstrained continuous and
discrete problems. The toolkit includes functions for lin-
ear programming, quadratic programming, binary integer
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FIGURE 5. Shows relationship between efficiency and usability.

programming, nonlinear optimization, nonlinear least
squares, systems of nonlinear equations, and multi-objective
optimization.

Objective Function:

Min Q = −

(
30∑
i=1

xi

)
Equality Constraints:

(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)− .7356

× (x23 + x24 + x25 + x26 + x27) = 0

(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)+ .7021

× (x18 + x19 + x20 + x21 + x22) = 0

(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)+ .8401 (x28 + x29 + x30) = 0

(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)− .7663

× (x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 + x17) = 0

(x5 + x6 + x7)+ .8648 (x23 + x24 + x25 + x26 + x27) = 0

Inequality Constraints:

(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4) ≤ 4

(x5 + x6 + x7) ≤ 3

FIGURE 6. MATLAB results for the objective function.
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(x8 + x9 + x10 + x11 + x12) ≤ 5

(x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 + x17) ≤ 5

(x18 + x19 + x20 + x21 + x22) ≤ 5

(x23 + x24 + x25 + x26 + x27) ≤ 5

(x28 + x29 + x30) ≤ 3

Bounds:

0 ≤ (x1, x2, . . . , x30) ≤ 1

Result Analysis Using MATLAB:
This study used them to find optimal solutions, perform

trade-off analyses of different quality characteristics. Here
the study used fmincon solver and interior point algorithm.
This work also creates two m-files named optproblem.m and
optconst.m, including optimization problem and constraints.
And then call the functions in the tool, starting the first
solution [0] in vector form, run the tool. To get the following
output. Optimization running and given-
• Objective function value: 22.78802200759221, as shown
in Figure. 6.

• Local minimum found the satisfied value of the con-
straints.

MATLAB provides us the optimal value of this objective
function. From this, it is easily observed that the quality of this
project practically cannot be increased by more than 22.78.
Theoretically, it is possible up to 30. MATLAB also pro-
vides the optimal value of parameters. The optimal amount
of parameters is also provided by MATLAB, as shown
in Table 13. If there is any change in the cumulative value
of an attribute, then it affects the total value of Q (degree of
stakeholder satisfaction) negatively. It means the value of Q
will decrease. This work gives a value of Q= 22.788020075;
it is the maximum value of the project taken for the exper-
iment. If there is any change in any attribute, then it will
decrease the overall cost of Q. This proves that the proposed
model is an optimal model for the software quality assurance.

V. CONCLUSION
This study performs a thorough discussion of the results
obtained after evaluation of a given mathematical model for
the prediction of the degree of stakeholder satisfaction. The
results obtained are always an indicator of achievements.
These results are also showing that the evaluation of different
quality characteristics and proposed optimal model for soft-
ware quality prediction is successful and can be used further.
MATLAB validates evaluation of mathematical model using
real data. The idle value of the degree of stakeholder is 30,
but after using the optimal model the research is capable of
executing an optimal value.
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